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EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS TO THE ELASTOHYDRODYNAMICAL
EQUATIONS FOR MAGNETIC RECORDING SYSTEMS*

MICHEL CHIPOT AND MITCHELL LUSKIN$

Abstract. The existence of steady-state solutions to the system of nonlinear partial differen-
tial equations which are used to model the elastohydrodynamics of magnetic recording systems is
demonstrated.
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1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the existence of
steady-state solutions under appropriate conditions to the system of nonlinear partial
differential equations which are used to model the elastohydrodynamics of magnetic
recording systems. There are two components to these mechanical systems: a medium
such as a disk pressure which develops in the air bearing between the medium and
the recording head causes a deflection in the medium and since the deflection of the
medium influences the pressure in the air bearing.

For simplicity, we shall restrict our attention to disk systems. Let f C R2 be the
annular region of the disk

f= {x= (xl,x2) R < r < l }
where r V/x21 / x22 and let F C f be the region where the head is in close proximity
to the disk. Thus, we have scaled the spatial variables by the outer radius of the
disk. The mathematical model that we use for the transverse displacement of the
disk, u u(x, t), is given by [8], [13]

p - +w- u V.(TVu)-12(I_ 2)A2u- - +w- u+p-pa,
(1.1)

X--- (Xl,X2) E ’, --OO < t < (DO,

where t is time, is the angular coordinate in polar coordinates, p is area density, w is
the angular speed of rotation of the disk, T is tension, Ep > 0 is Young’s modulus, tp
is the disk thickness, is Poisson’s ratio, > 0 is the air damp coefficient, p p(x, t)
is the pressure developed in the air bearing, and Pa is the ambient pressure.

It is reported in [13] that "earlier work has shown that by bonding tensioned flex-
ible recording media to rigid support disks it is possible to have performance features
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similar to rigid disks, while retaining the advantages of flexible-media technology."
For tensioned flexible recording media, the imposed tension is a scalar constant and
the centrifugal tension is insignificant [13]. Thus, we shall take the total tension, T,
to be a scalar constant. Since tensioned flexible recording media are bonded to rigid
support disks at the inner and outer edge of the media (the support disk rotates with
the medium), the appropriate boundary conditions are that the disk is clamped at the
edges,

(1.2) u 0, r R, 1,

and

(1.3)
Ou Ou

0, r R, 1,On Or
where n is the exterior normal to Ft. More details about tensioned flexible recording
media and their advantages with respect to rigid (hard) disks and floppy disks are
reported in [11].

The pressure, p p(x, t), is obtained from the compressible Reynolds lubrication
equation [3]-[5], [8], [13]

12# + 6#V. V(ph) V. (h3pVp), x (xl,x2) e F,
(1.4)

p p, x (x, x) OF,

where # is the dynamic viscosity of the air, h h(x, t) is the thickness of the fluid
layer between the head and the disk, and V V(x) w(-x2,xl) is the velocity of
the disk. We extend p to Ft F by p pc. If (x) represents the transverse
coordinate of the head, then

(1.5) h h(u) u.

It will be convenient to define the dependent variables as functions of Cartesian coor-
dinates, x (x,x2), and as functions of radial coordinates, (r, 0), in different parts
of this paper. However, we will denote the pressure, for example, by p p(x, t) or
by p p(r, , t). It will always be clear from the context which representation is
appropriate.

Since h h(u) - u, the system (1.1) and (1.4) is a highly nonlinear, coupled
system of partial differential equations. The physical problem requires that the vari-
ables be constrained by p _> 0 and h _> 0 (h < 0 would mean that a "head crash" has
occurred). In this paper, we demonstrate the existence of a steady-state solution to
(1.1)-(1.4) provided the parameters satisfy a given inequality. It is not known if there
always exists a steady-state solution to the elastohydrodynamical system (1.1) and
(1.4). Further, it is not known in general when unique asymptotically stable steady-
state solutions exist to the elastohydrodynamical system. We note, though, that it
has been demonstrated in [12] that steady-state solutions to (1.1) are asymptotically
stable.

These questions of existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic stability for realistic
parameter values are of practical interest in the design of magnetic recording sys-
tems. "Steady-state" solutions are often found numerically by integrating the time-
dependent equations, and it can be difficult to determine whether we have converged
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to a steady-state, a slowly varying transient, or a slowly varying periodic solution.
In this paper, we show that steady-stat.e solutions do exist for appropriate material
constants, design parameters, and operating conditions.

In 2, we shall give some estimates for the steady-state of (1.1). In 3, we shall
review the estimates that we have obtained for (1.4) in [5], and we shall give the
analysis for the existence of steady-state solutions for the coupled system (1.1) and
(1.4). Applications to floppy disk systems and tape systems are also given in2 and
3.

We suppose the reader familiar with the usual Sobolev spaces Hl(f), Hk(f), and
H0k(f), and we refer to [1] for details and notation.

2. The steady-state for the deflection of the rotating disk. In this section,
we shall analyze the following steady-state equation for (1.1) to find u E H02(f)fqH4(f)
such that

Ou Ou
(2.1) pw2

08----ff V. (TVu) EA2u /w- + p, x e It,

where

(2.2) E
12(1- u2

and p 6 L2(f).
Since p p(r,/9) is mean square integrable, we have the Fourier expansion

-{-(:x

(2.3) p(r, tg) Z pm(r)eim

where the coefficients are given by

1 fo
2r

(2.4) pro(r) p(r, tg)e-ira dO.

It follows from the orthogonality of eimo that

+oo 27r

Z 27r/R ’Pm(r)]2rdr-o0 /R ]p(r, /)]2r dr dO < oo

and, hence,

lpm(r)12r dr <

We also assume the solution u u(r, O) to be mean square integrable, and we
similarly expand

We again have that

where

lf02 urn(r) - u(r, O)e-’m dO.

2r/ lu(r, 0)12r dr dO lu,(r)12rdr < oc.
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Now

rN +;g- u,

so from (2.1) we obtain from matching the coefficient of ei in both sides that

--lxo2m2Um T "r r’r - um

0 (r 0 2

um- i/wmum + Pro,

=0, r= R, 1.Urn 0r

Let {m,n(r)}n__ be a complete set of eigenfunctions for the eigenproblem

+ N ---(2.6) Am,nqom,n, R < r < 1,

Orn,n= Or =0, r=R, 1,

which are normalized by the condition

lqOm,nl2rdr 1

and where

Thus, m,n (respectively, qom,n) are critical values (respectively, critical points) of the
functional

O m E 1 0
r rdrJm() + will 2 +

subject to the constraints that the real-valued functions, (r), satisfy

llZr 1,dr

qo(R) qo(1) 0,

0o 0O---(R) r(1) 0.
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It can be shown by classical arguments [6] that for m O, +/-1, +/-2,...

(2.7) lim Am,n

We also note that Am,n depends on R, i.e., Am,n Am,n(R) and that we can obtain
from the representation of Am,n as critical values of Jm(o) that Am,,(R) _> A.,n(0)
for0<R<l. Now

r dr

10
r-r r3 Or

and since 0 satisfies the above boundary conditions it follows from integration by parts
that

r3 Or r-r r dr

Or Or

-r r dr + 2m2 r 3-r r dr

-m2 r-2 r dr + 2m2 r-alol2r dr.

All the calculations in this paragraph can be used to show that

(2.8)

+
2 m4 _4m2+

r4

for satisfying the imposed boundary conditions.
Classical arguments [6] can also be used to show that

m,n(r)am,p(r)r dr

2m2 2] rdr
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Further, if

then the expansion

where

has the properties that

and

Vm,n v(r)om,n (r)r dr

+oo

N

n--1

2 +oo
rdr Z

n=N+l

as N --, oc. Finally, since

and since

[Vm,.[ 2 --+ 0

E/j (m4 4m2)Jm(O) >_ " r4 1o12r dr

2

Jm() --]]2r dr,

Note that

where

jr02’/ [p[2r dr dO 2r
+o -boo

We will now show that there exist unique coefficients, urn,n, such that

(2.11) u(r,O)
-boo -boo

pansion

we have that

(2.9) m,n >_ m,1

_
max (- (m4 4m2) m2)

These properties of the eigenfunctions om,n(r) can be used to construct the ex-
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is a mean-square integrable solution to (2.1). If we formally substitute the ex-
pansions (2.10) and (2.11) into (2.1) we obtain the result that

-pw2m2Um,n -T.m,nUm,n i/WmUm,n + Pm,n

or

Um,n [TAm,n pw2m2 + i/wm]-lpm,n.

We note that by (2.9)

flw2m2)2 -4- 3’2u2m2 >

T2/,l

-y2T
2p

2

ifm 0,

if me0, Tg2pw2,

if m 0, T > 2pw2.

Thus,

(2.12) lUm,,] 2 <_ Cl[pm,,l 2

where

min (T2A2 72T T)o,1, 2p ’2

We have thus shown that if p(r,O) is mean-square integrable, then the formal
solution to (2.1)

u(r,O)-- Z Z um,nm,n(r)e’mO’
m (:x:) 1

is unique and by (2.12) satisfies the estimate

(2.13) fo
2

lu(r, O)12r dr dO < C Ip(r, O)12r dr dO.

Since m,n satisfies the boundary conditions in (2.6), it follows that u(r, ) satisfies
(formally) the boundary conditions of (2.1).

Now it follows from (2.6) that eimm,n(r) are the eigenfunctions of

(2.14)

E ] (r) ,m,,eimqom,n(r),-A + - A2 eiOo.,,

0
[eimOqom,n](R)

0
[eimOqom,n](1) O.
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Thus, since by integration by parts

2

/[TV(eimOm,n)" V(eiqOq,p) / EA(eimO(Pm,n)A(eiqOq,p)]r dr dO

[(-TA + EA2)(eimOm,n)]eiqOq,pr dr dO

T,m,n (eimm,n)(eiqOq,p)r dr dO

27Tm,nSm,qSn,p,

we also have the bound

jfo2/’[TIVul 2 + EIAul2]r dr dO 2rT
m----c

IPm,nl 2_
27rC2

+oc +c 2

lPm,nl2"-C2o /llP(r,O)12rdrdO
m=-oo n= l

where by (2.7)and (2.9)

C2 max [ TAm,, ]m,n (TAm,n pwm2) 2 + "/2w2m2
<

Since

2/(-TA + EA2)(eimOm,n (-TA + EA2)(eiqOOq,p)r dr dO

Joo2 ] (TAm,heimem,n)(TAq,peiqq,p)r dr dO

27rT2,m,n,,q,pSm,qtn,p,
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we have the stronger bound

2 /; TAn + EA2ul2r dr dO 2rT2

m=--oo n=

(2.16)

+ + (TAm,n)2 122r E E (TAm,n pw2m2)2 + 2wm2 [Pm,n

_< 27rC3

ca Ip(, o)1 dr dO

where by (2.7) and (2.9)

(T,)C mx[(T, p.) +- < "
The inequalities (2.13), (2.15), and (2.16) can be used to show that if p(r, ) is

mean-square integrable, then the solution u(r,O) to (2.1) that we have constructed
has the property that all of its partial derivatives of order less than or equal to four
are mean-square integrable [1]. Further, this implies that all of the partial derivatives
of u(r, ) of order less than or equal to two are continuous and that the boundary
conditions are satisfied in the classical sense [1].

We review the above results by the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.1. We suppose that Ep > O, T > O, "y > O, and p E L2(). Then

there exists a unique solution u H(t)tH4(gt) to (2.1). Further, there exist positive
constants C1, C2, and C3 such that

(2.17) /audx<_ C1/fp2dx,
(2.18) TIX7ul + EIAul] dx

_
62 p2 dx,

(2.19) TAu + EA2u]2 dx <_ C3 /np2 dx.

The constants CI, C2, and C3 can be chosen independent ofF. Also, the constant Ci,
can be chosen independent of w.

A more detailed analysis of Am,n and the constant C2 can be used to demonstrate
that C2 is independent of w for po)2

_
T. However, we prefer to give the following

elementary proof.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume that

(2.20) pw2 g T.
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Ifp 6 L2(fl), then there exists a unique solution to

(2.21)

02U OU
EA2u TAu + pw2"x’z’4..ot + "Tw’- P

u e

Moreover, there exists a constant Ca Ca(E), independent of w, such that

(2.22)

Proof. This is a straightforward application of the Lax-Milgram theorem. Indeed,
consider the weak formulation of (2.21), i.e., set

Ou Ow
a(u,w) EAu. Aw + TVu. Vw pw200 O0

OU
f" 7w== w dx.

O0

Then clearly a(u, w) is a bilinear, continuous form on Ho2(). Moreover,

(2.23)

a(u, u) EAu Au + TVu Vu pw2 --EAu. Au + TVu. Vu- pw -- dx.

(We used the fact that since C R2, H02(2) C C(fi) and u(r, O) u(r, 0 + 27r).) Now,
recall that

Ou Ou Ox Ou
O- Ox O0 + Ox O0

o Ou
-r sin

Oxl + r cos 00x--"
Hence, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

Ou 2

Recalling (2.23) we obtain

oOu o u)=r -sin
Oxl

+es
Ox

_< IVul 2 a.e. on g/.

a(u, u) =/ EAu Au + (T pw2)lVul2 dx

> E/a (zhu)2 dx.
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Since E is assumed to be positive, and since

rt(Au)2

dx

defined on H(f) is a norm equivalent to the usual one, a(u, w) is a bilinear, contin-
uous, coercive form on H(t). Now, for p e L2(f) it is clear that

w fnpwdx
is a continuous linear form on H(t), so, by the Lax-Milgram theorem there is a
unique u in H02(2) satisfying

a(u, w) ./o_pw dx Vw e H) (t).

Moreover, taking w u in the above equality, we can easily see that (2.22) holds.
It is easy to see that u satisfies (2.21) in the distributional sense. So, we have

Au e L(ft)
since all the other functions appearing in (2.21) are in L2(ft). Hence, by well-known
results u H4(t). In particular we recover the fact that the condition

Ou
u= =0 on0f

Or
holds in the usual sense (see [1], [7] for details). El

We could have assumed p in the dual of H02(fl) and the existence of a weak
solution to (2.21) would still have held true.

We note that (2.20) is the condition that (2.21) be elliptic when E 0. In the
case that 7 0, existence and uniqueness can fail when pw2 > T. If 7 =- 0, then

(TAm,n pw2m2)um,n Pm,n.

Hence, if TAm,n pw2m2 for some m, n, then there exist pressures, p, such that (2.21)
does not have a solution. One example is clearly

0) (r).
Also, in this case (TAm,n pw2m2 for some m, n) solutions to (2.21) are not unique
since if u(r, ) is a solution to (2.21), then

+
is also a solution to (2.21). However, Theorem 2.1 guarantees existence and uniqueness
when /> 0 for all w.

We note that for the floppy disk, the outer edge is not bonded to a rigid support
disk. In this case, the tension depends on r. Furthermore, the radial tension coefficient
vanishes at the outer edge [2]. Although clamped plate boundary conditions are
appropriate at the inner edge, the plate is free at the outer edge [2]. The head in a
floppy disk system does not fly above the medium on an air bearing. In this case,
p in (1.1) represents the load on the disk from contact with the head. The analysis
given for Proposition 2.2 applies to the floppy disk system if E is sufficiently large.
In this case it is no longer true that pw2

_
T everywhere in ft. However, for E/pw2

sufficiently large, we can use the inequality

pw2 fa (Ou) dx <_ -E /t(Au)2 dx
Ou

for u H2(t) and u 0- 0 on the inner edge of the disk.
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3. The coupled problem. The steady-state solution of (1.1), (1.4) is

(3.2) V. (h(u)3pVp) 6#V. V(ph(u)), inr,

(3.3) EA2u TAu + pw
c32u Ou
--ff +w-- v/’ , inf,,

(3.4) V. (h(u)3Vv) wW. V(v h(u)), in F,

v=va, on OF,

where we have set va p], W 12#(-x2, xl).

P pa on OF,

whereV=w(-x2,xl), { x (x,x2) R < r < l }.
We shall restrict p so that p >_ 0 and set v p2. The problem then becomes to

find (u, v) such that

We are going to solve (3.4) in a weak sense. Noting that V.W 0 we see that
if v satisfies (3.4)--say in a classical sense--we have

f()w,va -/ (u)W.va 0 v (),
(3.)

v v on 0.

om the Sobolev embedding theorem [1], [7] we have that

H() C C()
with continuous inclusion. So, for some positive constant C we have that

IwlL() ClwlHg(), w 6 H().

Let us now collect our assumptions. We assume that the function (see (1.5))
satisfies

is a Lipschitz continuous function on F,
(3.6)

O<mS(x)M a.e. forxeF,

where m and M are two positive constants.
Assume also that

(3.7) F C is a domain of with Lipschitz boundary;

O2U (U
(3.1) EA2u Tu + pw2- + 7w- p Pa, in ,

u e H(2),
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let Irl denote the Lebesgue measure of r and let d denote the smallest width of a
strip containing F. Then we can prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.1. Let m’ be any positive number such that

0<m’<m.

There exists a solution (u, v) o.f (3.3), (3.4) if (3.6) and (3.7) hold and i]

(3.8)
a + via + 4b) < Pa2

m m’)

where

Proo]. Set

[12dw#(M + m m’)]21Fl/
(,)

(3.9) K. { v e L(r) v > 0 a.e. on F, Iv- ValL2(r) < }

where’ is a positive real number that we will choose later on. It is clear that Kg is
a closed convex set of L2(F).

For v E K. we have

(3.10) v-
(v is, of course, supposed to be extended by va outside of F). Indeed, this is an easy
consequence of the inequality

(3.11)

So, by Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 there exists a unique solution u of

(3.12)

C2U CU
E u TAu + -g + -gg v v
u e H2o(fl),

and there is a constant Ca Ca(E) such that

(3.13)

(we use here the fact that, by (3.11), we have Iv vl(r) < Iv- vl(r)/v).
The constant C4 is independent of w for pw < T. Let m’ be any positive number
such that

0<m’<m.

Let us show first that we can select ’ in such a way that

(3.14) h(u) o u >_ m’ > O.
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Recall from the Sobolev embedding theorem given above that

Now, by (3.6), (3.14) will hold if

(3.15)

So (3.14) will hold if

or, equivalently,

(3.16) <a (ra- m
C,C

(by (3.13)).

Assume that ’ has been chosen such that (3.16) holds. Then since h(u) is strictly
positive there exists a unique function gr(v) _> 0 which is a solution of

L(.)vx(,).v L /x(,)(.)w.v o, v e H(a),
(3.17)

(v) , on r
(we refer to [5] for a proof of this result).

If we can prove that (v) h a fixed point we will be done. First, let us prove
that for a suitable choice of, T mapsK into itsel Indeed, we already know that
(v) 0. Next, if we take (v)- va in (3.17) we get

(m’)3lV((v) v.)l,(r) h3(u)V((v) Ua)] 2 dx

w h(u)(v)W V((v) va) dx.

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and recalling (3.6), (3.14) we deduce

(m’)alV((v) v)l(r N 12w(M+m-m’)lV((v)

(noge gha SUpr IwI 1). Hence, we have

(m’)lV(9(v) v)lL(r) < 12w#(M + m m’) ..9(v) dx
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By the Poincard inequality,

(m’)3l(v) VlL(r)

_
d(m’)alv("(v)

(3.19) <_ 12du;/z(M + m m’)(lr’l/21(v) VlL(r) + Irlv.} 1/2

where d denotes the smallest width of a strip containing F. So, we get

I’(v) vl(r) _< alg(v) ValL2(r) + b

with

[12dw#(M -t- m .+,)]lrlv [12dw#(M + m -+’)]lrl,(3.20) a b
(.,)6 (.,)6

andr maps Kgz into itself provided that

(3.21)

Assume that (see (3.16))

(3.22)
a + x/a + 4b) (m m’)

2 <v CC

then we can select such that (3.16) and (3.21) hold. Thus for v E Ks, ’(v) E Ks.
Now, from (3.18) it is clear that(K) is relatively compact in Ks (since Hi(f/) is
compactly embedded in L2(), see [7]). So, provided we prove that " is continuous
on Kg, by the Schauder fixed point theorem (see [7]) we can conclude the existence
of (u, v) satisfying (3.3), (3.5).

To prove the continuity of" we proceed as follows: let v, 6K be such that
vn ’-* v in L2(F). Let us denote by un the solution of (3.3) corresponding to v vn,
and by u the one corresponding to v. From Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 we derive
easily

I UlHo(a) --< Cl(x/- x/) (- x/)lL(r)

(We used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.) Hence un -* u inH (fl) and also uniformly
on l. (Recall that H(l) C C () continuously.)

Now, from (3.19) we deduce that for some constant C independent of n we have

I(v)l(r) _< c.
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So we can extract a subsequence nk from n such that

(3.23) ’(vn) w in H(F), (v)
If we let k go to+ in the equality

we obtain (recall that h3(u,) h3(u) uniformly)

in L- (r).

v,1 e HI(a),

h3(u)Vw V wv/-h(u)W V dx 0 V e
(3.24)

w v on OF.

By uniqueness of the solution of such a problem we have w -(v) (see (3.17)).
It results from (3.23) that the whole sequence ’(vn) converges toward -(v). This
proves that ’(vn) converges toward -(v). Hence, - is continuous on K92 and this
completes the proof of the theorem.

COROLLARY 3.1. Ifw or IFI are small enough or m is large enough with M/m
fixed and (3.6) and (3.7) hold, then there exists a solution (u, v) of (3.3), (3.4).

Proof. Clearly, (3.8) holds for w or ]F small enough, all other quantities being
kept fixed. Also, (3.8) holds if we set m’ m/2 and m is large enough with M/m
fixed. E!

It should be possible to apply the techniques of this paper to prove results similar
to Theorem 3.1 for tape systems. Tape systems are usually modeled by a simplified
shell model for the displacement of the tape and the compressible Reynolds lubrication
equation for the air bearing [9].
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